Tokyo / Seoul
July 17 to 27, 2015

EPRIE 2015
Exchange Program for Regional Integration in East Asia and Europe
Nations and Identities
**Friday, July 17**  
*Japan, Tokyo, Taitō-ku, Ueno, Suigetsu Hotel Ohgaisô*

**Individual arrivals and check in at Suigetsu Hotel Ohgaisô**  
(address: 3-3-21 Ikenohata, Taitō-ku, Tokyo 110-0008,  

15.00 – 15.30 h  
**Meeting and Welcome** (room: Maihime no ma)  
Nataly HAN and Rita ZOBEL

15.30 – 16.30 h  
**Seminar introduction**  
aims / self-introduction / motivation

16.30 – 19.00 h  
**Intercultural training**  
time circle / diversity cake

19.00 – 19.30 h  
Walk to restaurant Kamakura  
(address: B1 Ueno no Mori Sakura Terasu, 1-54 Ueno-kōen,  
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 110-0007)

19.00 – 21.00 h  
Dinner at Kamakura (Ueno-Kōen)

**Saturday, July 18**  
*Tokyo, Suigetsu Hotel Ohgaisô*

07.30 – 08.45 h  
Japanese style breakfast

09.00 – 12.00 h  
**Intercultural training**  
name game / change of perspectives / blind wo-/men walking

12.00 – 13.30 h  
Lunch with Obento/Lunchboxes

13.30 – 15.00 h  
**Intercultural training**  
cultural flower

15.00 – 16.00 h  
Transfer to the Women’s Active Museum on War and Peace  
(address: 2-3-18 Nishi-Waseda, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-0051,  
AVACO.bld 2F, phone: 03-3202-4633 (open until 18 h)

16.00 – 18.00 h  
**Visit to Women’s Active Museum on War and Peace (WAM)**  
Guided by Mina WATANABE (WAM)

18.00 – 18.30 h  
Transfer to Restaurant Tonkatsu Ise  
(address: Shinjuku, Tochomae, Nishishinjuku, NS Bldg. 29 Fl.)

18.30 – 20.30 h  
Dinner at Tonkatsu Ise

20.30 – 22.00 h  
City Hall 45 Fl.

**Sunday, July 19**  
*Tokyo, Suigetsu Hotel Ohgaisô*

07.30 – 8.45 h  
Western style breakfast

08.45 – 09.00 h  
Check out, luggage transfer

09.00 – 10.00 h  
**Intercultural training**  
Reflection

10.00 – 12.00 h  
**Personal Identity – National Identity**  
Dr. Tobias SÖLDNER, German Institute for Japanese Studies
12.00 – 12.30 h  Transfer to restaurant Dofuro  
(address: 102-0073 Tokyo, Chiyoda-ku, Kudan-kita 4-2-6 Ichigaya-Bldg.)

12.30 – 14.00 h  Lunch at Dofuro

14.00 – 14.15 h  Walk to the Yūshukan Museum at Yasukuni Shrine  
(address: 3-1-1 Kudankita, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-8246, phone: 03-3261 8326, open until 16:30 h)

14.15 – 15.45 h  Visit to Yasukuni Yushukan Museum  
Guided by Dr. NISHIYAMA Akiyoshi, Kyoritsu Women’s University

15.45 – 16.00 h  Walk to seminar room at Knowledge Society

16.00 – 17.00 h  Talk with Dr. NISHIYAMA Akiyoshi, Kyoritsu Women’s University

17.00 – 18.00 h  Transfer

18.00 – 19.30 h  Visit of Tokyo Oedo Onsen Monogatari  
2-6-3 Aomi Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0064, Phone: 03-5500 1126

19.30 – 21.00 h  Dinner at Oedo Onsen Monogatari

21.30 – 22.00 h  Transfer by bus to Harumi Grand Hotel  
(address: 3-8-1 Harumi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0053, phone: 03-3533 7111)

22.00 h  Check in: Harumi Grand Hotel

Monday, July 20  
Tokyo, Chuo-ku: Harumi Grand Hotel

09.00 – 10.00 h  Seminar workshop at Conference room  
with Dr. Gudrun Wacker

Introduction  
(guidelines / tasks / working group formation)

10.00 -12.00 h  Regional Cooperation in Northeast Asia: New Initiatives and Obstacles  
Dr. Gudrun WACKER, German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Berlin

12.00 – 13.30 h  Lunch at Harumi Grand Hotel

13.30 – 15.30 h  Regional Cooperation in Europe: Asian Perspectives on Europe  
Prof. Dr. HABA Kumiko, Aoyama Gakuin University

15.30 – 16.00 h  Refreshment

16.00 – 18.00 h  Working Groups at 9F (Preparations for Tuesday, Definitions)

19.00 – 20.30 h  Dinner at Harumi Grand Hotel

21.00 – 22.30 h  Movie: Letters of Iwojima / Flags of our fathers, Sky-room 9F
Tuesday, July 21

09.00 – 10.00 h Summary of Working Groups (on Nation Building and Concepts of Nations)

10.00 – 12.00 h Shifting Nationalism in Global Asia: From State to Society?
Prof. Dr. TAKENAKA Chiharu, Rikkyo University, Tokyo

12.00 – 13.30 h Lunch at HGH

13.30 – 15.30 h Comparative and Theoretical Analysis of Nationalism - focus on Japan
Prof. Dr. OGUMA Eiji, Keio University, Tokyo

15.30 – 16.00 h Refreshment

16.00 – 18.00 h Victimhood Nationalism and History Reconciliation
Prof. Dr. LIM Jie-Hyun, Sogang University, Seoul

18.30 – 19.00 h Walk to restaurant Maguroya
(address: 104-0052 3-7-4 Tsukishima Chuo-ku Tokyo, phone: 050-5799-0382)

19.00 – 20.30 h Dinner at Maguroya

21.00 – 22.30 h Movie / Party, Sky-room, 9F

Wednesday, July 22

08.30 – 10.00 h Bus transfer to Peace Boat NGO
(address: 3-13-1-B1 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku, Tokyo 169-0075, phone: 03-3363 7561)

10.00 – 12.00 h Visit to Peace Boat NGO
Talk with international coordinator Meri JOYCE

12.00 – 12.30 h Walk to Restaurant Hygia
(address:

12.00 – 13.30 h Lunch (in Takadanobaba), Restaurant Hygia

13.30 – 15.00 h Transfer back to the hotel

15.00 – 15.30 h Refreshment

15.30 – 19.00 h Working Groups
(preparations for Thursday)

19.00 - 19.30 h Walk to restaurant Yokotai
(address: 104-0053 Harumi Triton Square 3F, 1-8-16 Harumi Chuo-ku Tokyo, phone: 050-5796-8942)

19.30 – 21.00 h Dinner at Yokotai
Walk back to the hotel

21.30 – 22.30 h “International Radio Exercise”
CHEN Ching Yao, Association of Visual Arts in Taiwan
Thursday, July 23

09.00 – 12.00 h  
Is there a European or an Asian Identity? And what is European or Asian Identity in the Age of Globalization?  
(to be prepared by Working Groups)

12.00 – 13.30 h  
Lunch at HGH

13.30 – 15.00 h  
Summary of seminar workshop  
Memorandum / Recommendations for further cooperation  
(to be prepared by Working Groups)

15.00 – 16.00 h  
Transfer to the Polish Embassy in Tokyo  
(address: 2-13-5 Mita, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-0062, 
phone: (+81) 3-5794-7020, (+81) 3-5794-7024)

16.00 – 18.00 h  
Regional identity in the Age of Globalization?  
Welcome  
Ambassador Cyryl KOCZACZEWSKI  
Is there a European Identity?  
H.E. Cyryl KOCZACZEWSKI, Polish Ambassador to Japan,  
H.E. Dr. Hans Carl von WERTHERN, German Ambassador to Japan  
Chair: Dr. Gudrun WACKER, German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Berlin, tbc  
What means a regional identity in the Age of Globalization?  
Discussion with participants  
Discussion with the audience

18.00 – 19.00 h  
Farewell Reception

Friday, July 24

Check out

Taxi transfer for the flight JL91 HND-GMP 08.30-10.50 h  
Bus transfer for the flight KE2708 HND-GMP 12.20-14.35 h  
Transfer to accommodation:  
Vabien Suites II Serviced Residence  
(address: 114, Tongil-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul 100-783, South Korea  
Phone: 02-6399-0113) Check in  
Joint Seminar of Participants and Alumni  
at Hotel Vabien Suites II Serviced Residence Seoul

17.30 – 19.30 h  
Introduction of Alumni and Participants

19.30 – 22.00 h  
Joint dinner in the conference room
Saturday, July 25  

Seminar in cooperation with East Asia Foundation and  
Kim Dae-jung Presidential Library and Museum

09.00 – 10.00 h  
Bus transfer to Kim Dae-jung Presidential Library and Museum  
(address: 178-9, Donggyo-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea)

10.00 – 11.30 h  
Reconciliation in East Asia and Europe  
Prof. MOON Chung-In, East Asia Foundation / Yonsei University

11.30 – 11.50 h  
Dialog and Exchange Activities of Bosch Foundation  
Julian HERMANN, Robert Bosch Stiftung

11.50 – 12.00 h  
Break

12.00 – 12.30 h  
Participants of 2015 introduce their program and results

12.30 – 13.30 h  
Presentation of previous EPRIE topics and results  
EPRIE 2012 Juliane ASO, German Institute for Japanese Studies [DIJ]  
EPRIE 2013 KIM Kyung-Min, Hankuk University  
EPRIE 2014 Lucia CHAUVET, OECD  
Interlinkage and Q&A

13.30 – 14.30 h  
Lunch

14.30 – 16.00 h  
Introduction of research results by alumni (parallel session)  

Session 1:  
Imperialism and National Identity in Postcolonial Japanese and South Korea Literature  
Nadeschda BACHEM (EPRIE 2012), University of London

Social Integration Policies of South Korea compared with Civic Integration Policies for Immigrants in Western Europe  
SUH Hanna (EPRIE 2012), Seoul National University

Session 2:  
Gloria victis? How Poles shape their collective memory and why it can be compared to the Korean experience of war and occupation in the 20th Century  
Joana URBANEK (EPRIE 2013), University of Warsaw

Negotiating identities and reconciliation between South Korea and Vietnam: The “Vietnamese comfort women” issue and còn lại Đại Hàn after the Vietnam War 1964-1975  
Peter KESSELBURG (EPRIE 2014), University of Freiburg

16.00 – 16.30 h  
Refreshment

16.30 – 17.30 h  
Summing up and further discussion  
in mixed groups of session 1 and 2, together with speakers

17.30 – 18.00 h  
Transfer to restaurant Marie  
(address: 85-3, Daeshin-dong, Seodaemun-gu, 120-160 Seoul)
Sunday, July 26
Seoul, Jung-gu, Tongil-ro 114
Hotel Vabien Suites II Serviced Residence

09.00 – 10.00 h
**Introduction of alumni activities**
Local coordinators and arrangement of next alumni meetings in each region/country/city

11.00 – 12.00 h
**EPRIE 2016 and alumni meeting**
brainstorming topics, speakers, and possible visits

12.00 – 13.30 h
Lunch

13.30 – 14.00 h
Walk National Museum of Contemporary History
(address: 198, Sejong-daero, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea)

14.00 – 15.00 h
**Visit to National Museum of Contemporary History**
Guided by?

15.00 – 16.00 h
Transfer to Seoul History Museum
(address: 55, Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea)

16.00 – 17.00 h
**Exhibition: 50 years of basic relations between Japan and Korea**
Guided by: PARK Han Yong (The Center for Justice and Truth)

17.00 – 18.00 h
Discussion on exhibitions

18.00 – 19.00 h
Transfer to restaurant Jiri-san
(address: 30, Insa-dong 14 gil, Jongro-gu, Seoul, Korea)

19.00 – 21.00 h
Farewell Dinner in Seoul at Jiri-san

Monday, July 27
Seoul, Jung-gu, Tongil-ro 114
Hotel Vabien Suites II Serviced Residence

08.00 – 09.00 h
Breakfast and check out

09.00 – 11.00 h
**Participants: Evaluation and feedback**
Nataly HAN and Rita ZOBEL

11.00 – 12.00 h
Joint Evaluation of Alumni Meeting and Further Activities

12.00 – 13.30 h
Joint Farewell Lunch at hotel

13.30 h
Individual departures
Organizer:

Cooperation with

Robert Bosch Stiftung

Supported by

Further Support for Alumni Seminar in Seoul

Kim Dae-Jung Presidential Library and Museum

Yonsei University

Eurasia Foundation

East Asia Foundation

The Center for Justice and Truth, Republic of Korea

Contact:

EPRIE, c/o KOREA VERBAND
Rostocker Str. 33, 10553 Berlin / Germany
Telephone: (0049)-30-39 83 72 98
www.eprie.net, info@eprie.net